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 Nouns Pronouns Verbs 

(doing words) 
Adjectives and Adverbs 

(describing words) 
Conjunctions 

(joining words) 
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People 
djamarrkuḻi' (children) 
ŋama' (mum) 
ŋäṉḏi'mirriŋu (mother) 
waku (child kinship 
term) 
walal (everyone) 
warrakan' (bird) 
wäwa (brother) 
yapa (sister) 
yolŋu (people) 
yothu (child) 
 
 
Places  
guḻun (billabong) 
retja (thick scrub) 
wäŋa (home, land, 
place) 
yalu' (nest) 
 
Things 
dharpa (tree) 
dhäwu (story) 
gapu (water) 
gulaka' (yam) 
mewirri' (worm) 
ŋatha (food) 
wäkwak (waterlily) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ŋarra (I) 
ŋayi (he, 
she, it) 
walal (they) 
 

Pronoun forms 
limurruŋ (ours, 
for us, inclusive) 
maṉḏaŋ (theirs, 
for them, dual) 
nhanŋu (his, 
hers, it's) 
nhanŋuwuy (for 
herself) 
nhanukal 
nhanukalaŋaw 
(for her 
[children]) 
nhanukalaŋuwal 
(to her 
[children]) 
nhuŋu (yours, 
for you) 
ŋanya (him, her, 
object of action)  
ŋarraku (mine, 
for me) 
walalaŋ (theirs, 
for them) 

Primary 
buma (collect) 
buṯthun/a (fly) 
ga (present cont.) 
galkun (wait) 
gäma (carry) 
marrtji (go) 
nhina (sit) 
ŋorra (sleep) 
nyaŋ'thun (eat) 
 

Secondary 
biyak (like this) 
dhu (will) 
 

Tertiary 
Bitjarra (like that) 
buku-märraŋal (noticed) 
bumar (collected) 
buṯthurr (flew) 
djuḻkmaraŋal (passed) 
djuy'yurr (sent away) 
galkurra (waitied) 
gan (past cont.) 
gurru'-kurrupar (gave, plural) 
marrtjin (went) 
nhäŋal (saw) 
nhinanany (sat) 
nyaŋ'thurr (ate) 
roŋiyinan (returned) 
rur'yurr/a (awoke) 
waŋan (said) 
 

Particles 
buṯ (fly) 
dhal' (land) 

bala/yin (away from speaker) 
bilin (finished) 
dharrwa (many) 
djaṉŋarr (hungry) 
mala (plural, group of) 
mirithin (very) 
waŋgany (one) 
wiripu (different, other) 
yindi (big) 
maranhu (full, satisfied) 
 

bala (then) 
ga (and) 

Questions Words Demonstratives Expressions Genre (text type) 



 

wanha (where) 
 
 
 

dhuwal (this, here) 
dhuwana (here) 
ŋunhi/yin (that, there, which) 
ŋuriŋi/ny (by that [person]) 

bulnha (expression: hold on) 
gumurr-djararrk (oh poor thing) 
ma (okay) 
ya' (expression) 
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Sounds/ Rirrakay Syllables/ Djilabul Sight Words Suffixes Punctuation 
e.g. initial sounds, focus 
sounds 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

e.g. initial syllables, focus 
syllables 

Words to focus on and learn 
from the text 

-wal (with, towards a person) 
-lil (to, towards) 
-mirr/a (possessing) 
-'mirriŋu (kinship suffix) 
-nha (object of a transitive verb) 
-ny / -nydja / -dja / -nha (emphasis) 
-ŋur (on, at, in) 
-puy (of, about) 
-thin / -yin / -thirra (becoming, became) 
-w (for, possessive) 
-y (agent/instrument) 
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